if they are related. They cannot be nearer than sixteenth cousins-in-law. My Folks are poor but honest natives of South Podunk, Centre Four Corners, but if I buck up against this filing game I will soon be a candidate for a headstone, and a lot of nice people will be riding Sic after me. I came here to be a chemist, not a fourth-class machinist’s striker!"

"Fie, Fie," quoth the astute Secretary, "you talk of what you Wot not of, and my advice to you would be to change your brand of cigarettes. Par be it from me to trim the school of your two hundred needful, but unless you change your centre it would be well for you to make for the back lot, and finger the plow again. Up the lane with you," said he, "you will be asking me the use of freehand drawing next. Listen a minute. Suppose, for instance, that in preparing a substitute for cheese, you put in too much cyanide of potash, and a low-brow cop put you into a six-by-eight. Given the hypothesis of a parallel series of ferric iron bars and a smooth-cut triangular file, it would be as easy as robbing a child’s bank to determine by analytic geometry the distance from the window \( A(x, y) \) to the street \( Ab + Cx = 0 \), and then applying your knowledge gained in the shops to file the center bar at the center point \( O \), and quickly sack the joint."

The freshman stood in earnest thought a moment, and then staggered from the sanctum a changed man.

Moral: It’s an ill wind that gives no one a cold.

Technique.

On another page will be found a criticism of Technique, which comes out to-morrow noon in the corridor of the Rogers building. As has been stated a great many times before, only tickets will be received on Thursday; these tickets may now be purchased in the Rogers building.


92. William M. Rosewater, II., chief draughtsman, the Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee, Wis.

92. Francis Walker, Ph.D., IX., professor of political and social science, Adelbert College, Cleveland, Ohio.


95. Ernest F. Badger, V., chemist, State Board of Health of Rhode Island, Providence, R. I.


97. Frederick E. Healy, II., mechanical and electrical engineer, new United States Mint.

97. R. George Hall, V., manager, American Gold Mining Company, Ouray, Col.

97. Henry M. Loomis, V., with the Castner Electrolytic Alkali Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

98. Carroll W. Brown, I., with the Brown Hoisting and Conveying Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio.


00. Morgan Barney, XIII., draughtsman with H. C. Westingham, naval architect, New York.